
Paladin Technologies Inc. Joins TRACCS   
National systems integrator becomes member of association to advocate for complex technology 
solutions 

 
OTTAWA, ON – Paladin Technologies Inc., (“Paladin Technologies”) has joined as a member of Transit 

Rail Association for Canadian Contractors, Maintainers, and Standards (TRACCS) in an effort to set the 

standard for industry leading TURNKEY solutions within the transit space.  

 

Effective August 2021, Paladin will leverage its combined expertise to offer organizations unmatched 

technology integration solutions. Dean Gorman, Project Manager at Paladin Technologies shared, “Our skills 

in systems and integration are unmatched. The Paladin teams can design, deploy, and service sophisticated 

TURNKEY integrated systems technology and infrastructure. With our offices positioned from coast to coast, 

I look forward to bringing decades of experience and support to transit clients and their systems’ needs.” 

 

Iain Morton, Executive Vice President (Paladin) further commented on the company’s membership, saying, 

“We were very impressed by TRACCS mission to advocate for the growth of this industry; as a rapidly 

growing organization, our teams have developed unique solutions that can be customized to clients within 

this community. We are passionate about solving complex problems and we know that as a member of 

TRACCS, we’ll have the opportunity to connect with clients to enhance the perception of their systems.” 

 

TRACCS are very excited to welcome Paladin Technologies Inc as one of our members.  

Paladin’s expertise in systems integration and solutions will benefit TRACCS and our mission to stabilize 

costs, ensure adequate resources and have qualified people to perform work safely and efficiently for the 

rail and transit industries.  

 

Paladin Technologies will work in line with TRACCS standards to offer clients solutions that mitigate risk 

while honoring the complexities of systems projects. 

 

About Paladin Technologies Inc. (paladintechnologies.com) Paladin Technologies emerged as the 

largest complex systems integrator in Canada, specializing in solutions including IP security, audio visual, 

low-voltage infrastructure, networking & wireless, unified communications, and monitoring. Driven by a 

strong corporate culture and a vision of innovation through teamwork, Paladin designs and deploys 

sophisticated systems technology for clients on a national scale, while providing premier local support. 

 

About Transit Rail Association for Canadian Contractors, Maintainers, and Standards 

(traccs.ca)  

TRACCS is a Non-Profit Association of subcontractors and maintainers in rail, OCS, signal construction and 

communications systems, coming together to serve the needs of its members and the industry by; 

improving the safety and qualifications, promoting proper training with Unions, engaging agencies and 

government and by sharing best practices. TRACCS advocates for the growth and sustainability of the rail 

and transit industries and promotes the national standards for training and safety building Rail/Transit 

systems across Canada.  


